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I am way hyped up for this album release and even more jumped up about the
musical talents of Andrew Neil.
This incredible young man, who has been through so much adversity and pain,
uniquely chooses to see and live within extra-ordinary light he sees from the
contrasting abyss in which he has spent a great deal of time.
During the most abysmal periods of his life his inner spirit proved to be incredibly
strong with beautiful innocence and a great capacity for empathy.
Andrew's songwriting is born of extreme hardship and it threads in genuine, life
enlightenment.
Andrew's songwriting is so uninhibited, dripping out from raw imagination that a
Kirk Cobain flashback is a must mention. Several team reviewers noted Nirvana in
their reviews. Like Andrew, I am a huge fan of the late Cobain and I love Nirvana.
There are so many great lyrics in, "Lemonade." One of my absolute favorites that
would end in a cliche from too many songwriters; Andrew slays it:
"Live with love the world is ours,
Lookin' up you see the stars,
Masterpiece painted with scars."

Andrew is a self-taught singer, guitarist and artist, who has the courage to deliver
music stripped down with no inhibition, from the pen through the performance.
"Lemonade," is only one of the great tracks on Andrew's newly released album,
‘Sunny Side’.
At the beginning of the song, his voice caused a whiplash flashback to Bob Dylan.
Cool thing- he changes up every song element throughout the song including
great vocal nuances that rather howl, within a vocal register that is an undulating
force and distinctive from what I have heard.
A big-time musician once said,
"When you sing stripped down, there's nowhere to hide."
Only the most elite and passionate artists pull this off, both recording and
performing with wide open gates; Andrew is one.
Andrew Neil is the type of artist for whom I wait; he, especially, brings it like none
other and I buzz on that!

